New perspectives create new freedom: Visign actuating panels from Viega.

Viega bathtub fittings: This is where ambition reflects function.

Attractive and comfortable: floor level shower channels from Viega.
Viega Visign: Technology meets Design.
Form and function perfectly combined
Nothing influences people more than their first impression. In Viega Visign’s case, it is also the right impression. Feel free to believe your eyes when you see the product for the first time. Trust your feelings when you touch the product for the first time. Behind the perfect exterior there is perfect technology. Of course, actuating panels, bathtub inlets, odour traps and shower channels are primarily pragmatic objects. They function so that we need not forgo anything in the bathroom. Most of all comfort. But can’t these details be something more than emotionless functional products? Viega is convinced of it and has developed a product range together with renowned designers which is a talking point in terms of both its sophisticated technology and, especially, its fascinating design: Viega Visign.

New dimensions of comfort:
Electronic regulation in the bathroom
It is not only the exquisite appearance and fine, independent design that characterise Viega Visign. An increasingly higher level of comfort is also a feature. Imagine: You step inside the house door. A strenuous day is behind you. Your first stop is the bathroom. You press just one button, thus starting to fill the bath with your preferred temperature and the exactly defined volume of water. In the meantime, you can prepare for your bath without rushing. Like in leisure entertainment and working life, modern electronics have now also found their way into the bathroom. The Multiplex Trio E range now offers three comfort designs for automatic bath filling, which combine technical finesse with contemporary design.

Discover new possibilities in bathroom conception at www.viega.com/Visign
With this brochure, Viega presents an excerpt from its wide spectrum of possible configurations with the designer products from the Visign range to you. You can discover the remaining extensive range as well as other products, information and ideas online.
New perspectives create new freedom: Visign actuating panels from Viega.
Choose the actuating panel and other functional elements to complete your bathroom concept – matching up with tiles, fittings and other sanitary objects.

The actuation of the new Visign for More sensitive is entirely without contact: a gentle glide of the hand suffices to actuate the flush in either small or large flush volumes.

The materials will touch you and the design will capture you: Visign actuating panels.
Unobtrusive in design, brilliant in technology
They are so flat that it’s hard to believe how much technology is actually in use. Visign actuating panels with reduced shapes and high-quality materials such as chrome, stainless steel and refined, toughened safety glass prove that restraint is in fact an adornment. With Visign for More, the aesthetic range for linear architecture, a wide selection of materials and colours are as much a piece of the series as the modern rocker technology.

Contactless comfort: Visign for More sensitive
The Visign for More sensitive represents progress. It combines for the first time the preference of an electronically actuated flush with the aesthetic of prize-winning designs. No fingerprints, no hygiene risks, but instead an absolutely flat, easily maintainable surface – a gentle glide of the hand suffices to actuate one of the two flush volumes. Fascinating comfort you can only obtain from Viega. And with a considerable water saving effect to boot, as is confirmed by the WELL Label.

Elegant variations: tile level actuation
Good design does not have to be conspicuous to be noticed. This is also proven by the actuation variations of the Visign for More and Visign for Style series: they create an absolutely even surface; their mounting frame can be adjusted effortlessly to fit in with different tile thicknesses. And there’s more: the function unit for natural stone allows the flush use of e.g. tiles as actuation.
The freedom to decide for oneself
There is no accounting for taste, but quality is another matter. That is why Visign actuating panels give you the freedom to decide how your bathroom will look, right down to the smallest detail. Whichever material in whichever colour or shape you choose, the technology is able to fulfil your wishes. Especially when it concerns designing the complete architecture of a bathroom in unmistakable style. In addition, hidden behind every actuating panel are the advantages of Viega pre-wall technology systems, whose versatility knows no boundaries.

Viega pre-wall technology: New space for your ideas.
Individual bathroom design options
Rooms are there to be designed. That is the reason why Viega pre-wall systems allow sanitary objects to be placed as you wish. You would like a free-standing room partition, a crescent wall or barrier-free bathroom planning? Using Viega pre-wall systems, your ideas can be realised with millimetre precision and to highest standards of product quality. For a bathroom that expresses your own individual taste using space and design.
Viega bathtub fittings:
This is where ambition reflects function.
Comfort in a new dimension: electronic regulation in the bathroom.

Like all fittings in the Multiplex Trio E series, Multiplex Trio E3 can be placed anywhere, e.g. on the bathtub rim or on the wall. And, of course, the three product variations can be combined with all of the manual and electronic inlet and overflow fittings of the Multiplex Trio and Rotaplex Trio ranges.
Multiplex Trio E, E2 and E3: for fully automated bath filling.
Filling the bath can be this comfortable: with the new electronic Multiplex Trio E fittings, you can regulate the water temperature, inlet volume and filling height with multi-functional control units. One tap suffices and the inlet begins; an illuminated ring shows the temperature and inlet volume. The filling stops automatically – using the integrated memory function which saves your individual settings. This means there is absolutely no need to watch the bath filling up. Real highlights in functionality and award-winning design.

Multiplex Trio E3: with display and control element (Fig. 1)
The display element makes intuitive operation child’s play, even for first-time users. As well as individual pre-settings, it displays the current water temperature and water inlet volume. In addition, with a slight press, a user menu is displayed which allows you to select all further functions to do with filling the bath. On/Off function and temperature settings are combined into a chrome-plated control element.

Multiplex Trio E2: with two control elements (Fig. 2)
The bath is filled using two control elements. One of these conceals the On/Off function and controls the water temperature. Another regulates the water inlet volume and the switchover to the adjustable shower head.

Multiplex Trio E: with all functions in one control element
One button for everything: all functions can be called up using one control element.
Design is also a question of reduction: the Visign bathtub fittings.

Best of design
Because of their high-quality and time-less design Visign bathtub fittings Multiplex and Multiplex Trio as well as Rotaplex and Rotaplex Trio are at home in every type of bathroom architecture. They are also hardly noticeable in the bathtub because of their minimal construction height. Two fittings sets were presented with the coveted reddot design award. Barely on the market, the new Multiplex Trio Visign MT5 was able to win the Design Plus Award.

Ultra flat:
Viega Multiplex Trio Visign MT5
The trend is moving towards reduction. Especially narrow tubs set the standards and demand suitable technology and design. The designer set Multiplex Trio Visign MT5 is able to provide just that: optically superior with ultra narrow construction. The same is true for the design alternative Rotaplex Trio Visign RT5. Multiplex Trio and Rotaplex Trio set themselves apart from the others due to their combination of inlet, outlet and overflow functions.
The new way of filling the bathtub: nearly silently from the bathtub floor

Multiplex Trio F and Rotaplex Trio F stand for a special kind of bathing experience: hygienic and always beginning with a fascinating star-shaped flow whilst the tub fills – out of the floor – almost silently. For both fittings, the Fraunhofer-Institut in Stuttgart calculated a noise level that is less than half that of a standard fitting. With an installation height of 110 mm, the Multiplex Trio F and Rotaplex Trio F require little space as well.
Details that make a difference: Viega shower tray drains.

Wellness within your own four walls
Comfortable waterfall showers and XXL shower heads turn showering into an experience. Refreshing for the body; a challenge for technology. That’s because the shower drain has to work at full capacity to deal with the resulting volumes of water.

The right technology for every tub: Tempoplex und Domoplex
If you decide in favour of a flat shower tray, Viega’s Tempoplex shower tray drains for large volumes of water – like those which are produced by rain shower heads – are an excellent choice. However, should you prefer a higher tray, with Domoplex, Viega offers you the corresponding fitting set. An optional hair trap and removable odour trap help to make cleaning easier.

Turn the shower into a bathtub: Duoplex
The Duoplex fitting is especially suitable for family bathrooms. It has an extricable standpipe which allows water to be held in the tub up to a depth of 90 mm. This makes it possible for children to bathe comfortably in the shower tray.
Step beyond elegance:
**Visign washbasin odour traps**
These days, innovative technology has no reason to hide itself away. Eleganta odour traps combine superior quality with impressive technology and high design requirements. As Eleganta 1 they captivate with stylish straight lines, as Eleganta 2 they play with the pleasing conical form, as Eleganta 3 they concentrate on the organic curves. In every case, due to their large range of models, they offer unlimited freedom when designing sophisticated bathrooms.

**Chic with Click**
Visign odour traps can be combined perfectly with suitable universal or shaft valves. The valves are available with or without overflow function. Additionally, the valves are optionally equipped with refined click technology. This makes it possible to close the drain with a light touch of the finger, and to open it in the same way. This comfortable technology makes unsightly pull rods on fittings superfluous.
Attractive and comfortable: floor level shower channels from Viega.
Visign grates for Advantix shower channels: The best foundation for floor level showers.

Due to their low assembly height, starting from 90 mm (Viega Advantix Vario starting from 67 mm). Advantix shower channels are especially suitable for renovation and refurbishment work.

Quality, all the way down the line
Gone are the days when shower trays determine the shape and position of the shower area. The multiple design prize winning Advantix shower channels from Viega offer you new freedom when creating a new bathroom concept. With the corresponding multiple prize winning grates of the Visign product range, and through the use of high quality materials, e.g. glass, they are far more than just the boundary between wet and dry zones. They are an optical highlight, which provide reliability with safety relevant characteristics, when large volumes of water are to be dealt with.
Viega Advantix Vario: boundless possibilities

Individuality is not just a question of design. It is also a matter of dimensions. Depending on the spatial situation, the Advantix Vario offers the required length and form, right down to the last millimetre. When employing Advantix Vario, shower channels with a length of up to 280 cm no longer need to be specially made! Even angled and U-shaped constructions for floor drainage can be easily put into practice. Due to this, the Viega Advantix Vario shower channel is available in lengths outwith the standard range, whilst representing a chic, reduced design: available in stainless steel, shiny or matt, as well as black or white, either with or without tile edging.

Maximum reliability
No matter which of the nine different designs of Visign grates you opt for, Advantix shower channels always convince with a high level of reliability. The flexible assembly, secure sealing flange and high-quality sealing materials guarantee that no moisture gets into the floor.

Optically and economically convincing
That the highest demands can be brought into line with various economic requirements is shown by the frameless version of the Advantix shower channel. Emphasising the Visign grate, it conveys discreet elegance, without losing any of its reliability.
A walk-on part, with star appeal:
Visign grates for Advantix drains from Viega.
They are round, they are square, they are triangular and they offer designs to satisfy individual tastes. The attractive grates of the Visign range for bathroom drains are another elegant solution for designing floor level showers. They are offered with various perforations and can be fitted with a floor tile of your choice. All of the models are made of solid stainless steel and combine sophisticated aesthetics with high stable value. Thanks to the high quality stainless steel, they are particularly hygienic, easy to clean and able to cope with heavy loads. Some grates captivate with a material mixture consisting of glass and metal – a combination that has not only seen it earn admiring looks, but in fact international design prizes as well.

Discretion is the word: the corner drains
Visign grates as corner drains are outside of the normal walking area and create a harmonic unit with the respective shower screen, as they are available as quarter circles in the classical triangular form.

An all-round winner: organically formed grates
For bathrooms which feature rolling contours and shapes, there are now round Visign grates. Due to their shape, they are the optimal solution for mosaics or sandstone.

Edgy style without cutting corners: square grates
The square Visign grates are absolutely perfect for bathrooms with linear architecture and can be integrated optimally into the tiled floor. The materials from which you can choose are always impressive with excellent optic appeal. The use of the original floor tile is possible here.
Visign for More

A selection at a glance

The principle of ease
With its clever use of materials such as glass and metal, Visign for More communicates that undetermined ease which can be directly experienced during operation. A flush with the Visign for More sensitive actuating panel can take place with even more ease, and contactless as well. You simply need to wave your hand in front of the sensitive actuation panel.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Metal, chrome-plated¹</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metal, velour chrome²</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metal, stainless steel coloured¹</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TSG*, clear/light grey²</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TSG*, parsol/black²</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TSG*, clear/mint green²</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TSG*, clear/light grey²</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TSG*, parsol/black¹</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TSG*, clear/mint green¹</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

= WC  ○ = Urinal
¹Rear cover panel metal, same colour as the push button
²Rear cover panel metal, chrome-plated
*Toughened safety glass

Colour deviations are due to typography.
Visign for Style
A selection at a glance

Bathroom and family: interpreted in a contemporary way
Functionality and winning optics go hand in hand in the Viega Visign for Style product range. Clear lines and an unobtrusive look, which integrates the elements ideally into the overall design of the bathroom. This is what the plastic actuation panels of the Visign for Style range stand for. The Visign for Style 12 actuation panels are also available in three different glass designs, each with three different push button versions. The range is rounded off with the stainless steel design.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cover panel and push button</th>
<th>Visign for Style 10</th>
<th>Visign for Style 11</th>
<th>Visign for Style 12</th>
<th>Visign for Style 13</th>
<th>Visign for Style 14</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Plastic, alpine white</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plastic, chrome-plated</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plastic, pergamon/camee</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plastic, velour chrome</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plastic, stainless steel coloured</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stainless steel, brushed</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cover panel: TSG*, clear/light grey</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Push button variations: TSG*, clear/light grey</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plastic, chrome plated</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plastic, alpine white</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Visign for Style 10, plastic, stainless steel coloured
Visign for Style 13, plastic, alpine white
Visign for Style 14, plastic, stainless steel coloured

Mechanical

Visign for Style 11, plastic, chrome-plated
Visign for Style 12, plastic, fine matt/velour chrome
Visign for Style 12, cover panel: TSG*, clear/mint green
Push button: plastic, alpine white
Visign for Style 12, cover panel: TSG*, clear/light grey
Push button: plastic, chrome-plated

Bowden wire

Visign for Style 11, plastic, chrome-plated
Visign for Style 12, plastic, fine matt/velour chrome
Visign for Style 12, cover panel: TSG*, clear/mint green
Push button: plastic, alpine white
Visign for Style 12, cover panel: TSG*, clear/light grey
Push button: plastic, chrome-plated

Colour deviations are due to typography.
Visign bathtub fittings
Here, technology and design both impress without exaggeration. Alongside outlet and overflow fittings, models such as water inlets and filling from the bathtub floor belong to the extensive range.

Visign washbasin valves
A small, fine detail. The universal and shaft valves are available as different versions, with click technology if required.

Visign washbasin odour traps
A refrained approach: The elegant Visign odour traps entice with their straight contours and a bathroom with a modern washbasin without them is unthinkable.

Visign shower grates and corner drains
Variety at its best. The Visign shower grates are available in square or round shapes as well as corner drains. Various perforations and high quality materials ensure unmistakable accentuation.

Multiplex Trio E
With three comfort designs, the Multiplex Trio E range opens the bathroom door for the trend for electronics in the modern lifestyle. Intuitive operation and a simple look are its characteristics.

M1  6162.0
M2  6162.09
M3  6154.0
M4  6155.0
MT5 6149.10

Multiplex Trio E  6146
Multiplex Trio E2  6146.2
Multiplex Trio E3  6148.215

Universal valve Visign V1  5438
Universal valve Visign V1  5439.5

Eleganta Set 1  5788.4
Eleganta Set 2  5788.2
Eleganta Set 3  5788.3

Corner valve Visign EA1  4972.30
Corner valve Visign EA3  4974.10
Corner valve Visign EA11  4973.30
Corner valve Visign EA13  4975.10

Grate Visign RS2  4928.2
Grate Visign RS5  4976.20
Grate Visign RS15  4976.40
Grate Visign RS12  4962.2
Visign grates for Advantix shower channels
Conception and function in harmony. Visign grates for Advantix shower channels are available in various designs with a number of materials and appearances.

Viega Advantix Vario
The base grate is only of a 4 mm width and lies in a 20 mm gap in the tiles. Available in shiny or brushed matt stainless steel as well as in black or white, it lends the floor an especially exquisite look.

* Individually adaptable tile inlay.